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process
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Badger may have the
solution to your
problem NOW ...

petro-chemical industries. has built a
broad base of experience through
decades of successful design and
construction for all three.

If you are contemplating

a

plant for new products or for
the improved production of
present products. you may find

In

this reservoir of engineering knowledge the particular combination of
ideas which will save months of
process planning and enable you to
enjoy

competitive

earlier cash return.

advantage
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TO YOU

Ships' boilers must provide the utmost in
dependability to assure headway under all
weather conditions. They must be exceedingly
compact to permit a maximum of revenueproducing space. And, finally, they must
produce steam at the lowest possible cost to
offset as far as possible the otherwise
high operating costs of our present-day
merchant marine.
That C-E Boilers are capable of meeting these
exacting requirements is evident from the
fact of their selection for such notable post-war
ships as the new Wilfred Sykes, largest and
fastest ore carrier on the Great Lakes ...
the great luxury liners, President Wilson and
President Cleveland ... and a fleet of
ocean-going ore carriers, the largest and fastest
of their kind and powered by the highest
pressure boilers in marine service today.
The experience of designing and building
boilers to meet the special steam requirements
of modern ships complements Combustion's
vast experience in dealing with the widely
varying steam problems of industry-problems
ranging from those of small factories to the
largest utility power stations. It adds up
to a comp.rehensiveness of background
which assures a sound engineering and
economic solution to any steam generating
problem, anywhere.
Combustion's

comprehensive experienceneeds-is freely
available. A letter stating your problem will
8-413
receive our immediate attention.

focused on your particular

COMBUSTION ENGINEERINGSUPERHEATER, INC.
200 Madison Avenue·

AND

New York 16, N. Y.
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New Lamp
Gives a Bargain
in Sunshine
*A product
Now sun lovers can bathe to their hearts' content, thanks to the new Fluorescent Sun Lamp*
recently developed by Westinghouse.
Five times more efficient than any other sun
lamp, with a life 4 times longer, this new
discovery costs less to buy and less to use.
So inexpensive is it to operate that farmers
are investigating its use in farm buildings. Preliminary studies show that benefits to poultry
from the ultraviolet radiations it produces are:
Increased egg production; larger eggs with
greater Vitamin D content; stronger shells;
greater hatchability of eggs; rickets in baby
chicks eliminated; and increased rate of growth
in small chicks and pullets.
In a test case still under way, the increase in

YOU CAN 8E
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of the Lamp Division; Westinghouse Electric Corp" Bloomfield, N. J.

egg production that has taken place was enough
to pay for the sun lamp equipment in approximatel y three months.
While benefits obtained by calves, hogs and
other farm animals have not all been determined, it is believed from experience so far that
results will lead to extensive application of this
lamp as a farm productive tool.
Westinghouse research pays many dividends.
To industry, by developing cost-cutting equipto the public, by making available
ment ...
products that lead to better living ... and by
maintaining demand for its products that keep
men and machines busy.
All of these things happen because so many
G.I0103
people know. . .

SURE .. IF,IT~ "*stinghouse
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THE TABULAR VIEW

Artisan

Sensation. - The contributions which taste,
smell, and the cutaneous sensations make to man's perception and interpretation of his environment are ably
presented (page 87) in the concluding section of a
two-part article by FREDERIC W. NORDSIEK,
'31. A
wealth of experience in biology, public health, and
the food industry has been combined with a flair for
writing in Mr. Nordsiek's latest study for The Review.
Mr. Nordsiek holds a patent on a dairy product, is
contributor to the Encyclopedia Americana as well as
to several periodicals, and since 1943 has been assistant to the director, Research Service Department,
Standard Brands, Inc. New England's nature trails
provide a change from the canyons of Manhattan
where Mr. Nordsiek works and lives.

engineers and work-

men are skilled in thE: techniques
of

metal

bined

working.

knowledge

Their comand

experi-

ence in engineering and building
special equipment and machinery
have

been of

value

to many

leading mechanical and process
industries.
Write

for a copy of "Process

Equipment". For a qualified engineer to call to discuss your equipment requirements,

Security. - Shortly after the July issue of The Review published his "Promise of Technology," LUISDE
FLOREZ'11, breaks into print; this time with an examination of the training of tomorrow's engineers. His article (page 91) bears the authoritative stamp of much
experience. The author is president of the de Florez
Engineering Company, Inc., and vice-president of
Doubleday and Company, Inc. He was director of the
Special Devices Division of the Bureau of Aeronautics
in 1943-1945, deputy chief of Naval Research in 1945,
the same year in which he was made rear admiral. In
1944 Admiral de Florez was the recipient of the Robert J. Collier Trophy for achievement in aviation.

telephone

WAltham 5·6800 or write to: James Donovan,

'28, General

Manager.
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REA.DY FOR
SERVICEDiefendorf was an adive producer for the Military throughout the war period. Nowagain-Diefendorf
skill is
ready for service on all types
of gears, all materials, all
shes.
Specif1cation work only.

DIEFENDORF

GEAR

CORPORATION

Syracuse,

New York
Structure. - Inveterate photographer and extensive traveler, C. E. PATCH,'02, brings to The Review
(page 83) the text, engineering drawings, and photographs of the Stillwater covered bridge between Old
Town and Orono, Maine. Since no plans or specifications of the bridge could be found, the drawings and
dimensions were reconstructed from the presept
structure. Mr. Patch is treasurer and industrial engineer for the Morton C. Tuttle Company of Boston.

DfEFEN-O@RF
G EAR

Sedgwick. - The impressions which a great
M.l.T. teacher left on one of his students is recorded
(page 94) by JAMES A. TOBEY,'15, whose long and
useful career in public health makes him especially
qualified to evaluate the professional work of biologist
William T. Sedgwick who developed and expanded
the Course in Biology at the Institute. From M.LT.
Dr. Tobey received the S.B. and Dr.P.H. degrees in
1916 and 1927, respectively, and, in addition, received
LL.B. and M.S. degrees in 1922 and 1923, respectively, from Washington Law School and the American University. Dr. Tobey has served numerous
private and governmental agencies on public health
matters, has been associate editor of the American
Journal of Public Health, and a frequent writer on
topics of public health. Among his writings are several books, including Public Health Law and many
magazine articles. It is a pleasure to welcome Dr.
Tobey once more to the columns of The Review as a
contributor of long standing.
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Blind
man's

buff

Blind man's buff is an expensive game
to play with alloy steels. It is safer to
go directly to the steel that will give the
best performance at the lowest cost per
finished part.
Molybdenum steels have shown time and
again that they will provide consistently
good properties at surprisingly low cost.
Even their impact strength is consistent
because they are not temper brittle.
Send for our comprehensive 400..page
book, free; II MOLYBDENUM: STEELS,

IRONS, ALLOYS."

CliMAX FURNISHES AUTHORlfAliVE

ENGINEERING DATA ON MOLYBDENUM APPLICATIONS

Climax Molybdenum Company
500 Fifth Ave·Due • Mew York City
$
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MAIL RETURNS
Catapulting Capers
L. CARTER:
"Only once in the history of technology has a flywheel
served for power storage in the same sense in which an
electric battery is used for power storage." (Technology
Review, page 16, Volume 53, November, 1950). I think
this error should be corrected. See the articles about the
"Electropult," in the following publications: Aviation, page
62, Volume 45, October, 1946; The Engineer, page 379,
Volume 182, October 25,1946; Popular Science Monthly,
page 81, Volume 149, November, 1946.
Pittsburgh 28, Pa.

FROM AsA

[The article "Flywheel Engines" was included in the
Trend of Affairs section of The Review and concerned the
use of a flywheel as motive power for a gyrobus. The
articles to which Mr. Carter refers describe an electric
catapult system for launching large aircraft. Essentially,
the assisted take-off system comprises an unusual form of
induction motor with the rotor laid out as a flat track
1,382 feet long; the stator in the form of a small shuttle
car which runs linearly along it to accelerate the aircraft
during take-off. In this system, a 1,100 horsepower aircraft engine drives a D.C. generator coupled to a D.C.
motor which in turn drives an A.C. generator and a 24-ton
flywheel. A period of about eight minutes is reqUired to
accelerate the flywheel to its full speed of 1,300' revolutions per minute just before launching. When an airplane
is launched, the energy stored in the flywheel is used to
drive the A.C. generator to supply electrical power during four to five seconds for which the accelerating power
is required.
Comments, such as the above from Mr. Carter, are always a welcome indication that The Review is carefully
and critically read, and we are happy to be reminded of
the highly interesting development of the electropult.
Evidently there were applications, other than the Howell
torpedo, in which a flywheel served for power storage
in the same sense in which an electric battery is used for
power storage," even though the delivery of such power
did not extend for more than a small fraction of (J
minute.-Ed.]
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INTERCHANGEABLE

PARTS

Now Universally and Conveniently at Hand FROM STOCK
Through Boston Gear's Eighty Distributors

Upon completion of a recent contract for Morganite,
Inc., Mr. Edward A. Lapham, President, wrote us as
follows:

Boston Gear Universal Joints are de igned and
constructed to provide greater load capncities and
higher static torque rating . They are compact,
smooth running, long-lived. All parts are interchangeable. They arc backed by Boston Gear's
70-year reputation for highest quality of materials
and precision craftsmanship; they equal or exceed
Government Specifications in every respect.
For Universal Joints as well as all other power
transmission equipment and component machine
parts, just keep this in mind,

BDS~D~

BOSTON
72 HAYWARD

Marganite. Inc.
Ander.wn-Nichob & Company, Engineers

"It has heen a pleasure to work with your organization and we congratulate you on the excellent
job you have done~

Full information
in th e
great new Boston Gear
Catalog and Data Book
N04 55. Write for free
copy.

stocks are

If you are thinking of building, why not get our
recommendations?

W.

1/¢

FOUNDED
1917
101 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK

INDUSTRIAL

GEAR WORKS
ST., QUINCY

71,

J. BARNEY CORPORATION
CONSTRUCTION

Alfred 1. Glasse", '20, Vice President

MASS.
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"WiTH THE NEED CAME

Virginia Electric and Power
Company ipstituted an expansion
program in 1944 to more than double
their electric generating capacity.
These new power stations
and
e x t e sions, three of which are
illustrated
here, are outstanding
examples of efficient' design for
consistently reliable year-in, year-cut,
hIgh-capacity performance. Facilities
for this program, completed and in
process of completion, will produce a
total of approximately one-half million
kilowatts. Design and construction
are by Stone & Webster Engineering
Corporation.

STONE

& WEBSTER

ENGINEERING

CORPORATION

A SUBSIDIARY OF STONE & WEBSTER, INC.
DECE:MBER, 1950
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DECK ROOFS

IN 20 YEARS

[GRAVE !(J
CENTER-WEIGHTED
FLOATING RO'OF
TANKS
Patented design combines the stebility and the vapor-saving, corrosionresistant features of the double-deck
floating roof with the more economical aspects of the conventional
pan-type roof.

NEW
IMPROVED

FEATURES
PETROLEUM

PAN· TYPE Center-Weighted
Floating Roof •.. for
southern climates where rain is the only weather problem.

FOR

STORAGE

• Non-tilting, non-sinking; center of
gravity below center of buoyancy.
• Fully effective single seal-no
springs; nothing to get out of order.
• No air pockets under deck; full rim
immersion-roof floats directly on
product-no space for vapors to fonn.
• Requires less steel to build.
PONTOON Center- Weighted Floating Roof .•• for
northern climates involving snow, ice and rain.

• Positive drainage at center due to
increasing slope.
• Clear deck permits full accessibility, easy snow removal.
• Proved construction-tested
actual installations.

in

Send for New Book on Graver
Center- Weighted Floating Roofs.

rlBBICATED PLATE DIVISIO.

GRAVER

TMK

IAn

&. MFr;..·CO·.I~

CHICAGO, INDIANA

NEW

'.

YORK·
PHI LADELPHIA
• CHICAGO
DETROIT
• CINCINNATI
CATASAUQUA,
PA••
HOUSTON'
SAND SPRINGS,
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